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You Will Have the Answers

The Lord says much of the evangelism of the end time will be because many will be
looking for answers! Man will be running to and fro in disparity; the evangelism that is
so hard now because the hearts are towards the world before their hearts is prosperity
and they offer those things that I cannot compete with presently saith the Spirit of Grace.
But know this I am poised to come back to this earth and before I come back there will be
a great stirring in my house and before I come back I will confuse the wisdom of the
nations; much of what people have trusted in will not work for them anymore; their
security in life and the plans that they believed that they had for the future will begin to
come to nothing; as their world crumbles they will look for the answers and I say to you
my church my bride be ready and always waiting to give an answer of the hope that lies
within you; let them know that there is power in this way; there is power to change from
disparity to hope; from disparity to peace, let them know that there is a place of change
where I can change them. Be a model before them of the righteousness that I left here on
this earth. For much of my church has not represented that righteousness and the world
has said this, well they’re the same as we are; there's no separation and because of that
they have not wanted nothing to do because they felt that they had everything that you
had; but I say unto you that there emerges a church that is whitewashed pure to the core
and will continue in my sayings and follow me all the way to the end; they will not fear
persecution; they will not even fear death if it comes to that; but they will be sold
completely over to me as bondservants believing unto the end that all things are possible
to them that believe; and the evangelism that is so hard among the nations because
people do not need me now; there will come a time when people will need me desperately
for they will have no answers; in that time and in that hour be a witness of the hope. Do
not be carried away with them; do not let your heart be enlarged with the surfeiting of
the flesh; those things which you indulge in where the world would pull you out; but
allow me to come and temper you in the power of my Spirit. Peace will rule in your
homes; peace will rule in your marriages; you'll find your bodies spring forth. I will
separate you. I will cause there to be a division so that the world looks at you and says
something is different; they have a peace that I do not have; they walk in a health that I
do not have; yes there is an argument in front of the church now that says that the things
that you trust in are not so; Satan has brought an argument against your finances and
against your bodies; many of you who walk in truth but know this he who endures will
find that patience brings him out on the other side victoriously proving my word to be
true and faithful saith the Spirit of Grace. And know this that when you come pass these
things as someone who conquers and when they conquer they have those things under
their dominion; it becomes innate inside of them; it becomes part of their character;
they're not looking again for that place of dominion; it's part of their life. Know this that
the things that you're walking through today when you come out on the other side they’ll
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be yours forever not only yours but you’ll be able to impart the wisdom and the truth and
the dominion that lies within you to all those who will come as newborn babes in Christ
for the future saith the Spirit of Grace. So rejoice in the midst of your temptations;
rejoice in the midst of those things which Satan brings as an argument against the truth
today; knowing this that in the hour of temptation when the world is falling apart you will
have the answers.


